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1. Introduction

The highly polysemous nature of constructions of the form V-te kuru 'V-te

come
,
1 in Japanese has been studied extensively in the literature (Morita 

(1968), Teramura (1984), Imani (1990), Nakatani (2008, 2013), etc.). The 

so-called "aspectual" use of -te kuru is a particularly interesting case. Some 

examples are shown below. 

(1) a. Onaka-ga sui-te ki-ta. 

stomach-NOM empty-TE come-PST 

'I'm getting hungry.' 

b. Kanozyo-wa e-ga umaku nat-te ki-ta. 

she-TOP painting-NOM good become-TE come-PST 

'She is getting better at painting/drawing.' 

c. Tyokin-ga naku nat-te ki-ta.

savings-NOM nonexistent become-TE come-PST

'The savings are decreasing.'

What is peculiar about these examples is that they are both inchoative and 

imperfective. This can be seen most clearly in the contrast between (le) 

above and (2) below, which is in the simple past tense, without -te kuru.

1 
-te is analyzed in the literature as a gerundive marker (Bloch (1946), Kuno (1973),

Martin (1975), etc.), a conjunctive suffix (Yamada (1908), Shibatani (1990), etc.), or a 

past tense morpheme (Matsuo (1936), Yoshikawa (1973), Kuno (1973), Nakatani (2003, 

2013: 57-106)). The present study adopts the past-tense approach. 
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(2) Tyokin-ga naku nat-ta 

savings-NOM nonexistent become-PST 

'The savings are gone.' 

In (2), without -te kuru, the interpretation is that the savings are completely 

gone, whereas in ( le), with -te kuru, the savings have started to decrease 

considerably, but are not completely gone yet. Thus, it is clear that -te kuru 

introduces imperfectivity to an otherwise perfective sentence. 

This imperfective interpretation of aspectual -te kuru also contrasts with 

non-aspectual -te kuru. For example: 

(3) a. Kare-wa boosi-o undoozyoo-ni kabut-te ki-ta. 

he-TOP cap-ACC playground-DAT put.on-TE come-PST 

'He came to the playground wearing a cap.' 

b. Syukudai-o kyoo-wa yat-te ki-ta. 

homework-ACC today-TOP do-TE come-PST 

'Today, I'm here with my homework done.' 

The semantics of -te kuru in these examples are considered non-aspectual 

because they involve physical movements of the agents directed toward the 

speakers' locations. Note that in (3a), the embedded verb kaburu 'to put 

on' is an achievement verb, so the interpretation of the -te kuru version is 

clearly perfective because it must be the case that the cap sits on his head at 

the point when he comes to the playground. The same applies to (3b), 

where the homework is completed. The perfectivity involved in (3) sharply 

contrasts with the imperfectivity observed in ( 1) . Then the question is how 

this contrast between aspectual and non-aspectual -te kuru regarding perfec

tivity is to be accounted for. 

I propose the following: (i) -te kuru is basically perfective because -te is 

a relative past tense marker (event sequencer) (Nakatani (2003, 2013: 57-

106)); (ii) the inchoative reading is "perfective" in some sense, because the 

beginning of an action entails the completion of the first step of the action; 

and (iii) the imperfective reading of the aspectual -te kuru is derived from 

the "proximity" reading of kuru as a main verb (cf. Sakahara (1995)), 

which is exemplified below: 
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(4) A! Basu-ga ki-ta!

Interjection bus-NOM come-PST

'Hey! The bus is coming!'

What is interesting about this use of kuru is that it depicts a situation in 

which the "coming" object is still in the process of moving toward the goal 

even though kuru is in past tense. In this article, I propose that in the se

mantics of this special use of kuru, the "reaching the goal" component is 

pushed into an intensional context. I hypothesize that the imperfectivity of 

the aspectual -te kuru is derived from this use of kuru. That is, the achieve

ment component of the embedded predicate is also pushed into the inten

sional context along with the "reaching the goal" component of kuru, a 

landslide into the modal domain. Before moving on to the details of the 

current proposal, I review some relevant previous studies. 

2. Previous Studies

Morita (1968: 85) observes that -te kuru expresses a start or progression 

of changes of state when combined with a non-volitional verb denoting a 

phenomenon that arises naturally, as in (5a). Masuoka and Takubo ( 1992: 

112) also make a similar point, stating that -te kuru expresses the progres

sion of an event or change of state when attached to a non-volitional verb,

as in (5b).

(5) a. Zizyoo-ga kawat-te ki-ta. 

matters-NOM change-TE come-PST 

'The situation has begun to change.' 

b. Keizai-ga sukosi otitui-te ki-ta. 

economy-NOM a.little settle.down-TE come-PST 

'The economic situation is getting settled down a little.' 

Sawada (2008: 66-67) argues that aspectual -te kuru representing a 

"change" expresses the advent of an event into the "territory" of the speaker, 

which is a metaphorically locative concept broader than the "location" of the 

speaker. An example such as ( 1 c) expresses that the event of the savings 

being gone has reached the "territory" of the speaker. Sawada argues that 
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such an example only expresses the completion of the "arrival" of the event, 

not the completion of the event itself and hence is imperfective. However, 

this explanation sounds contradictory because it is not clear what it means 

for the event that has completed its arrival to be incomplete. 

Sakahara's (1995) analysis is similar to Sawada's but is more logically 

sound and is actually similar to the analysis to be proposed in the present 

study, which links the semantics of aspectual -te kuru to the "proximity" 

version of kuru as exemplified in ( 4) . Regarding an example such as ( 4) , 

Sakahara (1995: 115) points out that we do not need to consider it to be 

imperfective: he argues that we should interpret this kind of example as one 

in which the "speaker location" is expanded to the whole field of the speak

er's vision. Thus, the "proximity" version of kuru in its past tense form, 

which appears imperfective, is actually perfective just like regular kuru in 

past tense. He then argues that the imperfectivity of aspectual -te kuru can 

be explained in the same way. Sakahara (1995: 131) states: 

"If we limit 'here', the base point, strictly to the location close to the 

speaker, its past tense form will entail arrival (that is, the completion 

of the movement). However, if the base point is extended to the field 

of vision, then one can utter Basu-ga ki-ta ' (lit. ) The bus has come'. 

In this case, the arrival of the bus at the location near the speaker is 

not entailed. Similarly, if, with inchoative -te kuru, the point of the 

completion of a change follows the speech time, and if the viewpoint 

is placed there, from where the incident is described, then, the domain 

is expanded, and -te ki-ta can be used even if only [the start of] the 

change is recognized. In such a case, the completion of the change is 

not entailed. Therefore, it is not surprising that the use of inchoative 

-te kuru may not entail a completion." (Translation and supplemented

words by KN)

This explanation, however ingenious it sounds, appears somewhat contradic

tory as well. First, in analyzing the "proximity" kuru as a main verb in ( 4), 

Sakahara clearly states that it is actually perfective: the bus has reached the 

speaker's expanded location. If this directly applies to the aspectual -te 

kuru, then it should be perfective, too. For example, in ( le), the transition 

event of the savings going from being existent to nonexistent should reach 
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the speaker's expanded perspective. However, ( le) cannot be interpreted as 

perfective like (4) can: ( le) does not mean that the speaker's extended per

spective has recognized that the savings are gone. As Sakahara indicates, it 

merely means that the savings seem to have started to decrease. Therefore, 

the "pseudo-perfective" analysis of the main verb kuru does not lead directly 

to the inchoative interpretation of aspectual -te kuru. The trick here is that 

Sakahara actually introduces in the above quote a new explanatory device 

for an aspectual -te kuru: pushing the speaker's perspective into the future, 

where the transition event is supposed to be completed. This explanatory 

device is actually almost identical to what the present study proposes, al

though our proposal applies not only to aspectual -te kuru but also to the 

"proximity" version of kuru.

3. Modal slide

Now we move on to the proposal of the present study, which gives an ac

count for the above-mentioned issues. 

3.1. The "proximity" version of main verb kuru

As mentioned in the introduction section, our proposal is based on the fol

lowing hypotheses: (i) the perfectivity (including the completion of the first 

step in the inchoative reading) of -te kuru in general stems from the func

tion of -te as an event sequencer (Nakatani (2008, 2013)), and this property 

is applicable to all instances of -te kuru by default; (ii) the imperfective 

reading of the aspectual -te kuru is derived from this "proximity" reading of 

kuru. An example of the "proximity" use of kuru as a main verb is repeated 

below: 

(4) A! Basu-ga ki-ta!

Interjection bus-NOM come-PST

'Hey! The bus is coming!'

As mentioned earlier, the "proximity" reading of kuru is imperfective in that 

it depicts the situation where the "coming" object is still in the process of 

moving toward the goal even though it is in the simple past tense form. 

Sakahara (1995) argues that the "proximity" reading is made available by 
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expanding the speaker's location, and thus it is essentially perfective. In 

contrast, I suggest that in the semantics of this special use of kuru, the 

"reaching the goal" component of the original meaning is pushed into an in

tensional context, and thus it is essentially imperfective. The reason why the 

latter approach is deemed better is as follows. Note that this sentence can 

be truthfully uttered even when the bus is at a distance, but the following 

two conditions must be met: (i) the bus must be within the speaker's sight, 

and (ii) it must be approaching the speaker. Sakahara's "extended perfec

tive" approach only captures the first condition. This is inadequate because 

the sentence cannot be used if the bus recognized by the speaker is not ex

pected to move toward the speaker--e.g., if it is crossing the intersection or

thogonally to the street where the speaker is located. Sakahara's theory pre

dicts that ( 4) can be truthfully uttered in such a case, because the bus has 

appeared in the speaker's sight, reaching the speaker's expanded location. 

This is not a sufficient condition to truthfully utter ( 4): it is necessary that 

the speaker believe that the bus will arrive at the speaker's location momen

tarily. In other words, the "arrival" component of the semantics of kuru is 

not completely absent in ( 4) but is made to "slide" from the extensional do

main into the modal domain. This can be representationally implemented in 

many ways. I adopt the generative lexicon (GL) framework (Pustejovsky 

( 1995)), where the intensional and extensional contexts are differentiated in 

distinct tiers in its core semantic representation called qualia structure. 

The theory of qualia structure is driven by the idea that our lexical knowl

edge is structured as complex causal chains, which Pustejovsky calls Aristo

telian modes of explanation. The qualia structure of lexical item x is com

posed of four tiers, among which three of them are relevant here: the 

FORMAL quale represents what x is; the AGENTIVE quale represents how 

x came into being; and the TELIC represents how x may function. These 

three tiers represent a causal chain: the AGENTIVE is inchoative, causing 

the FORMAL event, which in turn makes the TELIC possible. It is clear 

from its definition that the TELIC is intensional (modal) 2 and the FORMAL 

2 The role of TELIC in verbal semantics is actually debatable. Pustejovsky ( 1995) and 

Pustejovsky and Jezek (2016) regard the whole qualia structure including AGENTIVE and 

TELIC as the extension of a verb, interpreting each quale as something like an aspectual 
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is extensional.
Now let us consider how the semantics of kuru can be captured in this

framework. In contrast to iku, 'to go', the result of a kuru event, which is
the arrival at the speaker-related location, is usually not cancellable. Thus,
(6a) cannot be followed by (7), whereas its iku counterpart (6b) can
(Sakahara (1995: 112)).

(6) a. Kare-wa koko-ni ki-ta.
he-TOP here-DAT come-PST
'He came here.'

b. Kare-wa soko-ni it-ta.
he-TOP there-DAT go-PST
'He went there.'

(7) Sikasi, totyuude ziko-ni at-te tadorituk-e-nakat-ta.
however on.the.way accident-DAT encounter-TE reach-POT-NEG-PST
'However, he had an accident on the way so he couldn't reach here/
there.'

Therefore, the reaching event of kuru should be extensional in its default se
mantics, which is represented in (8a), in contrast to its iku counterpart (8b).
The crucial difference is that the reaching event r2 at(ei, x, y) is in the ex
tensional domain in kuru while it is in the modal domain (i.e., TELIC ) in
iku. 

(8) a. [kuru]=Ae, x, y =3e1 , e2 .[, e1 < oc e2] & Speaker.Location(y) &

[
FORMAL(e) =r2 at(ez, x, y) & 

]
AGENTIVE(e) =move(e1, x) 

b. [iku] = AC, e2, x, y. Speaker.Location (y) &

[TELIC(e) =r'2 at(e2, x, y) & ]
FORMAL(e) =move(e, x) 

(where < oc represents the relation of "exhaustive ordered part of"
(Pustejovsky (1995: 69)), and r' requires e to be a transition3)

operator. On the other hand, Bouillon and Busa (2001) and Nakatani (2013) define TELIC 

as a modal operator, and this approach is not only more useful but also truer to the original 

definition of TELIC as given in Pustejovsky (1995). 
3 Adopted from Nakatani (2013: 179): r'</l(e)= 1 iff Ve'[e'�, e &</J(e')= 1-+e'=e] 
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On the other hand, the reaching event in the "proximity" version of kuru is 
cancellable, and thus, (9a) can be followed by (9b). 

(9) a. Mi-te! Taroo-ga ki-ta!
look-TE! Taro-NOM come-PST! 
'Look! Taro is coming!' 

b. Sikasi, Taroo-wa totuzen taore-te tadorituk-e-nakat-ta.
however, Taro-TOP suddenly fall-TE reach-POT-NEG-PST
'But Taro suddenly fell and could not reach here.'

This example shows that in the proximity version of kuru, the reaching 
event is pushed, or slid, into the modal domain. Note further that in the 
proximity version of kuru, the goal argument cannot be overt, so (10), 
where a goal argument is added, sounds odd. 

(10) #Mi-te! Taroo-ga koko-ni ki-ta! 
Look-TE! Taro-NOM here-DAT come-PST! 

The reason for the awkwardness, I argue, is that the presence of the syntacti
cally overt goal argument forces the reading where the reaching event is ex
tensionalized, which does not fit well with the preceding exclamatory utter
ance "Look!", which indicates that Taro is within the sight but at a certain 
distance. To capture this, I further assume that in the semantics of the prox
imity version of kuru, shown in (11) below (where FORMAL and AGEN
TIVE are abbreviated as FORM and AGENT, respectively), not only does 
the reaching event undergo a modal slide, but also the goal argument (repre
sented as y below) is existentially closed. 

(11) [kuru]
= AR, X, Y =3e i, e2 .[e e l < oc e2] & = AR, X =3y, e2 

Speaker.Location (y) & Speaker.Location (y) & 
Modal e [TELIC(e) =-- & - slide [TELIC(e) =r 2 at(e2, x,y) &] 

FORM(e) =r'2 at(e2, x,y) & __,... FORM(e) =move(e, x) & 
AGENT(e) =move(e 1 , x) AGENT(e) =--

& Ye' [e' rz,e&e <Z,,e' &</! (e') = 1--+e<e']. Namely, r'</! (e) denotes the smallest initial 

event that is true of </J (Dowty ( 1979: 76)). 
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3.2. Aspectual -te kuru as a result of modal slide 

Now let us move on to the analysis of the -te kuru constructions. It is as

sumed that the semantics of V 1-te kuru as a complex predicate is derived by 

collapsing the qualia of V 1 and the qualia of kuru into one. Adopting N aka

tani 's (2003, 2013) analysis of -te as an event sequencer and the standard 

GL assumption that AGENTIVE is an originating event and thus necessarily 

a temporal predecessor, I hypothesize that by default, the qualia of VI is 

placed in the AGENTIVE of the newly created qualia of V1-te kuru (Naka

tani (2013)). This operation is invoked when a process (activity) predicate 

such as hasiru 'to run' is concatenated with -te kuru. This is illustrated be

low. 

(12) [hasit-te kuru]

=A.e, X, Y =3e1 , e2 .[e e, < oc e2] & Speaker.Location(y) &

TELIC(e) =-- & 

FORM (e) = r
e
2 at(e2, x, y) & 

AGENT(e) =move(e 1, x) 

& running.manner(e 1, x) 

This represents an event e initiated by the movement of x in a running man

ner (e1 ), ending up with x's reaching y (e2). 

However, when a transition predicate such as naku naru 'to be gone' is 

concatenated with -te kuru into naku nat-te kuru, simple qualia collapsing 

does not work because the output would not make sense ( '#The savings are 

gone and then they come here.'). It should be noted, however, that languag

es sometimes salvage by adopting a certain semantic operation what could 

have been regarded as an anomaly (e.g., Pustejovsky's (1995) type coercion 

is one such case) . I propose that the anomaly of an expression like naku 

nat-te kuru 'nonexistent become-TE come'=' (lit.) become nonexistent and 

come' is salvaged by a modal slide. To explain how this works, the seman

tics of an achievement/transition predicate like naku naru 'to become nonex

istent' should first be explicated. As pointed out in footnote 3, a transition 

event is analyzed as an event e that is true of stative predicate </J and is 

bound by a transition operator r, that is, the smallest initial stage of the state 

true of </1. This constitutes the FORMAL of the qualia. Because this is the 

"initial" stage of the state true of </1, it is necessarily preceded by a state that 
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is true of ,rp, which constitutes the presupposition of a transition event
( Gazdar (1979), Giv6n (1972), Karttunen (1973) ) . This presupposed stage
can be regarded as AGENTIVE in the qualia structure as far as a transition
event is involved, because this presupposition is an obligatory stage in char
acterizing the change of state. In general, an achievement (transition) predi
cate should have the following semantic frame.

(13) Ae .[FORM(e) =re rp(e)]

Thus, for instance, the representation for naku naru 'to become nonexistent"
is assumed to be the following.

(14) [naku naru] =Ae, x =3e, e2• [,
2 

e, < oc e] &

[
FORM(e) =r

e
nonexistent(e, x) &] 

AGENT(e) = ,nonexistent(e 1 , x) 

As mentioned earlier, we assume that the complex predicate formation for
V,-te kuru is accomplished by collapsing the qualia of V 1 and that of kuru

into one qualia, pushing the qualia of V I into the AGENTIVE. The result
would be anomalous for the reason mentioned earlier: it is very awkward to
say that x is gone (AGENTIVE(e)) and then it moves to the speaker loca
tion (FORMAL(e)).

(15) [naku natte kuru] = Ae, x, y .... Speaker.Location(y) & l FORM(e) =eF
: [

FORM(eF) =r'FF at(em x, y) &] &
AGENT (eF) = move (eFA, x) 

[ 
FORM (eA) = r"AF nonexistent (eAF, x) & 

]AGENT(e) =eA : AGENT(eA) = ,nonexistent(eAA, x) 

I assume that this is where the modal slide comes into the picture. As dis
cussed in the last section, the main verb kuru has a variant denoting "ap
proximate" achievement. This "proximity" semantics of kuru can be cap
tured in terms of modal slide, i.e., an operation that pushes the transition
event in the FORMAL under a modal context, namely into TELIC in the
qualia, as illustrated in (11). I further propose that in the V1-te kuru predi
cate, the proximity version of kuru would trigger a modal landslide, pushing
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not only the transition event of kuru but also the transition event of V 1 into 

the modal domain. This is illustrated below. 

(16) [naku natte kuru]=A,e, x, y .... Speaker.Location(y) & 

TL(e) = -- & l TELIC (e) = ;_r'AF 11�11e_xi�te11t _(_eAt:•_:') &J 
;r'FFat(em x,_y) ;& 

FORM(e) =move(e, x) & 

AGENT(e) =,nonexistent(eAA, x)

This modally slid qualia representation on the right reads: (i) it is presup

posed that x (e.g., the savings) is not nonexistent, (ii) x undergoes move

ment, (iii) in the prospect that x becomes nonexistent when reaching the 

speaker location. Note that the "movement" interpretation should be meta

phorical rather than literal ( 'the savings undergo change' rather than 'the 

savings move'), which is a cross-linguistically widely attested sense exten

sion phenomenon for verbs of coming, although this is not captured in the 

above representation for the sake of simplicity. The present analysis cap

tures both the inchoative and the imperfective readings of aspectual -te kuru:

it is inchoative because of the function of -te as an event sequencer (i.e., the 

AGENTIVE of the V l  event precedes the kuru event), and it is imperfective 

because the transition event is slid into the modal domain along with the 

transition event of kuru.

The present analysis is advantageous over previous studies not only be

cause it offers a more precise and explicit description of the semantics of 

the aspectual -te kuru constructions, but also because it makes clearer pre

dictions for the cases where the predicates depict very similar events and yet 

behave differently with regard to the compatibility with aspectual -te kuru,

as exemplified in (17) and (18) below. 

(17) a. Taroo-ga egao-ni nat-te ki-ta. 

Taro-NOM smile(N)-DAT become-TE come-PST 

'Taro is/was (gradually) showing a smile.' 

b. ??Taroo-ga warat-te ki-ta. 

Taro-NOM smile (V) -TE come-PST 
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(18) a. Hanako-wa kanasiku nat-te ki-ta. 

Hanako-TOP sad become-TE come-PST 

'Hanako is/was getting sad.' 

b. ??Hanako-wa kanasin-de ki-ta.

Hanako-TOP grieve-TE come-PST

This difference stems from the aspectual differences between V 1 s. As Saka

hara ( 1995) correctly observes, telic predicates ("telic" in the sense of Ak

tionsarten, not in the sense of the qualia structure) tend to trigger the aspec

tual reading of -te kuru (i.e., inchoative and imperfective) while atelic 

predicates do not. This generalization is easily accounted for in the present 

theory of modal slide: for atelic predicates, there is no transition to be slid 

into the modal domain. So, if Taro starts smiling ( = inchoative), there is no 

transition to be achieved in the future. Thus, our analysis of aspectual -te

kuru reveals that although the aspectual -te kuru is imperfective, it must be 

"potentially" perfective. Atelic predicates do not trigger an aspectual read

ing of -te kuru because it is intrinsically imperfective. 

Note that under the present analysis, the FORMAL of aspectual -te kuru

is assumed to involve a metaphorical movement component, which origi

nates from the semantics of main verb kuru. This transitional property of 

the core semantics of the aspectual -te kuru accounts for the fact that telic 

predicates that are truly binary are awkward with -te kuru because there are 

no intermediate "movement" stages inferred from such binary achievement 

events. Thus, there is a correlation between the naturalness of attaching a 

quantificational adverbial like sukosi 'a little' to a transition (achievement) 

verb and the acceptability of attaching aspectual -te kuru to it. 

(19) a. Tyokin-ga sukosi naku nat-ta. 

savings-NOM a.little nonexistent become-PST

'The savings slightly decreased.'

⇒ Tyokin-ga naku nat-te ki-ta.

savings-NOM nonexistent become-TE come-PST

'The savings are/were decreasing.'

b. Kare-no kao-ga sukosi aozame-ta.

he-GEN face-NOM a.little tum.pale-PST

'His face turned pale a bit.'
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⇒ Kare-no kao-ga aozame-te ki-ta.

he-GEN face-NOM tum.pale-TE come-PST

'His face is/was turning pale.'

c. #Densya-ga sukosi tootyakusi-ta.

train-NOM a. little arrive-PST. 

#'The train arrived a bit.'

⇒#Densya-ga tootyakusi-te ki-ta. 

train-NOM arrive-TE come-PST. 

(Intended: 'The train was arriving.') 

Finally, the present analysis can account for the problem of causative 

achievements: while intransitive achievements can trigger an aspectual (in

choative and imperfective) reading when combined with -te kuru, their caus

ative versions often cannot. 

(20) a. Takigi-ga moe-te ki-ta. 

firewood-NOM bum.intrans-TE come-PST 

'The firewood has started to bum.' 

b. #Kare-wa takigi-o moyasi-te ki-ta. [#lnchoative] 

he-TOP firewood-ACC bum.trans-TE come-PST 

(21) a. Kankei-ga koware-te ki-ta. 

relationship-NOM break.intrans-TE come-PST 

'The relationship has started to break down.' 

b. #Kanozyo-wa kankei-o kowasi-te ki-ta. [#lnchoative] 

she-TOP relationship-ACC break.trans-TE come-PST 

I argue that the inchoative interpretations of the transitive counterparts (20b) 

and (21b) are anomalous because of the discrepancy between the movement 

event in the FORMAL and the transition event slid into the TELIC: the for

mer depicts the metaphorical movement or gradual change of the agent ('he' 

in (20b) and 'she' in (2lb)) because it is the subject of kuru 'to come', 

while the latter depicts the prospective achievement of the change in the 

theme ('firewood' in (20b) and 'relationship' in (2lb)). Because of this 

discrepancy, the events do not flow smoothly. There is no such problem in 

the intransitive counterparts, because both the FORMAL and the TELIC in 
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the modally slid qualia depict the changes in the theme argument.
4 

4. Conclusion

In this article, I have argued that the semantics of the so-called aspectual 

-te kuru constructions is derived through an operation called modal slide,

which is an extended application of the operation found in the proximity 

version of the main verb kuru. As for the proximity version of kuru, the 

transition event is pushed, or slid, into the modal domain. This operation is 

applicable in the V1-te kuru complex predicate as well, pushing not only the 

transition event of kuru but also the transition event of V 1 into the modal do

main. Because of this, V i-te kuru is interpreted as both inchoative and im

perfective. This approach has several advantages over the previous studies. 

Most importantly, the present theory explicitly refers to the lexical semantic 

structures of V 1 and kuru, especially their aspectual structures, while most 

previous studies based their arguments on the observations on the events in 

the real world. Because of this feature, the present theory can account for 

the contrast between the predicates denoting achievements and those denot

ing activities, the contrast between degree achievements and binary achieve

ments, and the contrast between intransitive, inchoative achievements and 

their transitive, causative counterparts, with respect to their compatibility 

with aspectual -te kuru. 
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